WOODWRIGHT RACINE UPHOLSTERED SIDE
CHAIR
SKU: 253206-2315
Description:Beautiful from every angle, the Racine
Upholstered Side Chair features plush seat and back
cushions covered in a neutral tone durable textured linen.
The outside back is upholstered in quilted leather, which
offers an unexpected and striking contrast to the neutral
fabric and Lloyd Brown wood finish, a mid-tone brown on
quarter sawn white oak.
Feature:
Style: Transitional
Finish: Brown
Material: Flaky Oak Veneer
Specification:
Grey
Foam & Fabric
80% Polyester, 20% Linen
S – Spot clean only with a water-free dry
cleaning solvent. Pretest a small,
inconspicuous area before proceeding. Do Not
saturate. DO NOT USE WATER. Pile fabrics
may require brushing with a Non-metallic,
stiff bristle brush to restore appearance.
Cushion covers should Not be removed and
dry cleaned. To prevent overall soiling,
frequent vacuuming or light brushing with a
Non-metallic, stiff bristle brush to remove
dust and grime is recommended. When
cleaning a spill, blot immediately to remove
spilled material. Clean spots or stains from
the outside to the middle of the affected area
to prevent circling. Overall cleaning by a
professional furniture cleaning service only is
recommended.
Collection Description:With an emphasis on
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simplistic, linear forms and natural materials,
WoodWright calls upon Prairie style
architecture from America’s Midwest as its
muse, yet modernizes it for today. Striking the
perfect balance between traditional and
contemporary, the 50-piece whole home
collection features clean, unembellished
silhouettes in two distinctive finishes that
showcase the natural oak and primavera wood
grain. Presented with a mix of naturally rich
materials, WoodWright interprets this timehoNred style in a clearly current way.

Collection: WoodWright
Dimensions in Centimeters: w-52.71 x
d-66.52 x h-102.9
Dimensions in Inches: w-20.75 x d-26.19 x
h-40.51
Features: Style: Transitional
Wood Finish: Lloyd Brown
Material(s): Parawood Solids, Quarter Sawn
White Oak Veneer, Quilted Top-grain Leather,
and Upholstery
Weight: 19
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